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A B ST R AC T

From the sixteenth century onward, various spiritual traditions were carried by

enslaved Africans to the Caribbean and the Americas, where their bearers restruc-

tured them by adapting to the economic, political, and social realities of the slave

regimes. In Brazil, Cuba, Haiti, Trinidad, and other cultural zones, Africans and their

descendants were able to reconstruct fundamental concepts and elements of their

homeland material and spiritual cultures while adding new features to these mod-

els. Just as we can speak of Anglo-American, Iberian-American, or Franco-Amer-

ican culture—instead of speaking of a monolithic Black or an African American

culture, or of an abstract Afro-Cuban culture—we can discuss Kongo-American,

Calabarí-American, or Yorùbá-American cultures. Being inclusive, these African-

derived cultural systems, perpetuated in most cases through ritual-kinship lineag-

es established by Africans, have for some time been practiced by people of all her-

itages, and in many cases become unofficial symbols of the particular nation-state

in which they reside, even while resisting allegiance to that state and its dominant

mythologies.

“No nation now but the imagination.”

Derek Walcott1

in  a  l inear  paradigm,  the study of transatlantic history is a study of

progress; progress being a condition requiring adaptation to Euro-American norms.

The assimilation of Africans enslaved in the Americas entailed a process of several

generations, exemplified by this scenario from Argentina: “When the African na-

tions declined beginning in the mid-nineteenth century with the deaths of the last

generation of people born in Africa, Afro-Argentineans began to form mutual aid

societies. These were the first autonomous Afro-Argentinean organizations since,

unlike the brotherhoods and nations whose constitutions had to be ratified by the

Church and the provincial government respectively, the mutual aid societies drafted

their own constitutions.”2 By transitioning over the years from the status of “na-

tion” to mutual-aid “black” societies, then creating “Argentine” societies, George
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Andrews indicates that “the community achieved the autonomy it had sought for

so long at the price of divesting itself first of its cultural identity and then of its racial

identity, as it eventually was assimilated into the white population around it. In the

end, does this not constitute the most effective control of all?”3

This is the logical chain of events one might expect: the dying out of those born

in Africa, and with them, the traditions they brought. Historian Philip Howard

describes the legislated tendency: “The Pan-Afro-Cuban nationalism promoted by

leaders of the mutual aid societies also diminished the value of Africa and African

cultural expression in Cuba. Their opposition to open expression of Africanisms

was determined by the government and members of the dominant society. Both

believed that African culture, as promoted within the cabildos, stifled the integra-

tion of blacks into colonial society.”4

But in regions like Salvador, Bahia, Brazil; Matanzas and Havana, Cuba; Gonaïves,

Haiti; and other cultural zones, African leaders established community-based rit-

ual traditions that in many cases continue in the present, privileging African-cen-

tered world views and identities among participants, as well as reconfiguring the

dominant narratives describing the assimilation of Africans into the “creole” soci-

eties of the Americas. History has taught them that their inherited ancestral tradi-

tions are a guide for correct living and a safety net for hard times.

Based on medieval Iberian models, Africans in Latin American urban centers

were organized into “nation-groups” (known as cabildos, congados, and reinados,

in different zones), a strategy of keeping them divided ethnically. As slavery end-

ed, the nation-groups were banned; many responded by assuming the name of a

Catholic saint in an attempt to exist as mutual-aid societies.5 Fernando Ortiz—

regarded as the “third discoverer” of Cuba for his voluminous studies of Cuba’s

African influences—writes that: “Governmental organisms made . . . war on the

cabildos; they believed that these remnants of slavery should appear to belong to a

backwards age; there was a certain hurry to whitewash the society again.”6

Two trends that resisted legal destruction of the cabildos resulted in the mainte-

nance of African-derived spiritual practices: the use of nation-groups and mutu-

al-aid societies as public sites to camouflage African-centered institutions and the

communities of fugitives (called “palenques,” “quilombos,” or “maroon” societ-

ies) that maintained reassembled homeland institutions. Their cultural resistance—

resulting for example in the use of African-derived drums and dances throughout

popular culture in the Americas—are examples of how people have defended their

right to construct a particular human identity in dark periods of history.

In one example related to spirituality, anthropologist Luc de Heusch found ev-

idence that in northern Haiti a fugitive founded a major lineage of Vodun prac-

tice, where Vodun “mythology seems to be a bricolage of old Kongo elements . . .
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part of a mythical army. . . . This original restructuring was carried out following

a warlike scheme, visibly inspired by the long resistance of escaped slaves (marrons)

living in hiding. The role of these marrons in the making of voodoo has, no doubt,

been underestimated by historians. Oral tradition relates that a fugitive slave named

Figaro founded the first sanctuary at Nansoukry.”7 Thus African fugitives from the

slavery system founded ritual lineages based on their homeland traditions; these

have been maintained to the present. The continuity of these lineages is a means

of dignifying the memory of the ancestors.

I have worked for many years with leaders of the Cuban Abakuá sodality, gath-

ering oral history materials related to their foundation and propagation. Abakuá

is derived from the leopard societies of West Africa, which are ubiquitous through-

out southeastern Nigeria and western Cameroon. The term “Abakuá” is likely de-

rived from Àbàkpà, an Èfìk term for the Qua settlement in Calabar, originally

formed by migrants from the Ejagham-speaking area to the north. These leopard

societies—called Ékpè among the Èfìk, Ǹgbè among the Ejagham, Obe among the

Efut of Isangele—spread in part as a way of regulating trade throughout the region,

particularly in response to European merchants.8 Reestablished in Havana by cap-

tured leaders of Cross River local governments in the early 1800s, Abakuá is at least

six decades older than the Cuban nation. By all accounts, Abakuá was established

by members of Calabarí nation-groups in Havana, then hidden from colonial au-

thorities as long as possible (in Cuba, the term became “Carabalí,” reversing the l

and r).

As in the Argentine scenario, many Carabalí nation-groups were converted to

mutual-aid societies; others disappeared as members died out. Abakuá survived as

an underground institution because it began to initiate worthy Cubans not born

in Africa. Although decreed illegal in Cuba in 1875, its members captured and sent

to penal colonies in West and northern Africa, Abakuá persists today as an impor-

tant—if unofficial—symbol of Cuban-ness that transcends ethnic boundaries. By

maintaining a group consciousness through the passing on of oral narratives and

performing collective ceremony, Abakuá maintain identities based on historical

places and events in the Cross River region.

To understand the ethnic roots of this Cuban society, I began to examine the work

of historians who evaluated documents recording the ethnicity of Africans brought

as slaves from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. Although it is important to

assess the documents that quantify and ethnically label those who came to the

Americas as slaves, these have proven to be of limited use in trying to understand

the persistence of African identities in the Americas. Many historians have argued

that the Ìgbo of West Africa were among the largest groups taken, yet Ìgbo cultural

material is difficult to discern in present day Cuba, especially as compared with other
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ethnolinguistic groups like Yorùbá and Kongo.9 Demographics as recorded in ship-

ping and plantation documents do not answer the question of how cultural prac-

tices are transmitted and become meaningful to each new generation.

We cannot remain content with the simple tallying of numbers of Africans and

their ethnic labels in order to tell the story of African-centered communities in the

Americas. We must also conduct ground-up studies based on the oral accounts of

leading inheritors of ritual lineages derived from Africa. Percentages of “ethnic”

contributions to the colonial societies of the Americas are only one factor. In addi-

tion to demographics, specific cultural attitudes—that is, the agency of African

arrivants and their descendants—as well as New World contexts are important ele-

ments.10

R I T U A L K I NS H I P

“Cultural patrimonies are not definable by race.”

Teodoro Díaz11

Many historians have assumed that “Old World” traditions survived in the “New

World” if and only if there was a cohesive social unit among migrants to maintain

them. By observing that a sense of pervasive ethnic identity is linked to ties with a

homeland spiritual tradition, Max Weber helped us grasp how some ethnic mark-

ers survive: “Wherever the memory of the origin of a community . . . remains for

some reason alive, there undoubtedly exists a very specific and often extremely

powerful sense of ethnic identity, which is determined by several factors

[including] . . . persistent ties with the old cult.”12 Few scholars, however, have com-

prehended the broader social ramifications of ethnically-based initiation societies

involving nonmembers of that ethnic group as found in Brazil, Cuba, Haiti, and

other regions. African-derived ritual kinships served a variety of spiritual and moral

functions that gave members access to social networks that helped them live bet-

ter. Because the possibilities offered by their traditions were useful, some groups—

even those who seem to have come in smaller numbers—were more successful than

others in establishing their homeland institutions in American slave societies. In

Cuba, Cross River peoples initiated into Ékpè were among them.

A great diversity of peoples brought to the Americas from the Niger Delta and

Cross River Basin were labeled by merchants as Carabalí, as Cuban historian Des-

champs discovered: “The carabalí. The tribes brought to Cuba under this denomi-

nation are innumerable . . . part of those [“carabalí’] who founded cabildos respond-

ed to the following denominations: Abalo, Acocuá, Agro, Apapá, Bibí, Bogre, Bogre

Isuama, Abate Singlava, Brícamo, Ecunaso, Ibo Induri, Isicuato, Isiegue, Isuama,

Isuama Aballa Ocuite, Isuama Ibi, Isuama Isiegue, Isueche, Oquella, Ososo, Ososo
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Eche, Ososo Omuma, Oxó, Ugri, Unigini, Aballa Otopa, Isuama Umofina, Isuama

Osulerisna, Orú, Elugo, Orate, Bané, Yudusi.”13 Of this partial list of thirty-three

ethnic denominations, only five survived into the twentieth century as components

of the Abakuá society (Efí, Efó, Orú, Bibí, Suáma); today there are two main ethnic

lineages: Efí and Efó, with Orú as an important third lineage. Although there has

been a dramatic reduction in ethnic nomenclature, the symbolic importance of

Abakuá is not diminished. This may be because the nomenclature documented by

slavers was not relevant to the identity of those who later became Abakuá members,

who in any case became ritually tied to Efí, Efó, and Orú lineages upon initiation.

That essential historical narratives were not lost was confirmed once more by

Nigerian members of the Cross River Ékpè society living in the U.S., who responded

to my publication of Abakuá phrases from a commercially recorded album with

the news that they had recognized these texts as part of their own history:

“Okobio Enyenisón, Awanabekura Mendo/ Núnkue Itia Ororo Kánde Efík Ebutón/
Oo Ékue.”
[Our African brothers, from the sacred place/ came to Havana, and in Regla
founded Efík Obutóng/ we salute the Ékue drum.]14

What is surprising is the fact that those who chant this material today in ritual

contexts are not necessarily the descendants of Èfìk or Efut people, the two main

ethnic lineages within the Cuban Abakuá. In fact, by the 1830s, Abakuá leaders had

initiated the descendants of Africans born in Cuba; by the 1860s they had initiated

the offspring first of Spaniards, and then of Chinese, into their ranks. Abakuá be-

gan to reflect the ethnic makeup of the island’s population more accurately than

any official institution (except perhaps its prisons, which included women).

For example, the following chant is a standard tribute to the white Abakuá from

their black brothers:

“Jeyey bario bakongo Sése Eribo eróko embóko baroko nansáo, abairémo Efí, abairé-
mo Efó, bongó Ita, Sése akanarán biankomo komo iremo Abasí ama Abasí manyobi-
no.”
[Attention to all, the Sése Eribo drum authorizes the initiation of dignitaries,
making all of us, the Efí and the Efó, one people. The Sése drum is our mother
given to us by God (Abasí)].

The chorus repeats, “Ekóbio Enyegueyé monína son ekóbios”
[The members of the group Enyegueyé are our brothers]. 15

In referring to the ritual kinship of the Efí and Efó people of the Cross River Basin,

and then to the white Abakuá group Enyegueyé, these lyrics imply that in Cuba, all

Abakuá members are “one people” and that race is not an obstacle to joining this

“initiation family.”
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Throughout the Americas, ethnic identities are transmitted not only through

biological families, but through ritual lineages contained in religious practices, such

as Abakuá, Palo Monte, and Santería in Cuba; Candomblé in Brazil; and Vodun in

Haiti, to mention only a few.

In the first decade of the twenteith century, when North American Irene Wright

witnessed a Santería Bembe (drum ceremony), she was astonished to find that “not

all their members are negroes.” As is customary, elder initiates are greeted by youn-

ger ones through móforibále; in standard Yorùbá, moforíbalè·  literally means “I touch

the floor with my head in reverence.” Wright was perturbed at seeing a white wom-

an prostrate before a high-ranking mulatto man, not realizing this act was an ex-

pression of respect among two initiates: “One pretty young girl, who might have

‘passed for white’ in her clean lawn dress with blue sash and neck ribbon he [the

mulatto] compelled by a glance to do as the rest,—to throw herself prone on the

floor before him, and turn from hip to hip.”16 In fact, the form of prostration de-

scribed identifies the woman as an initiate of a female divinity from Yorùbá-derived

Cuba.

In Miami, anthropologist Stephan Palmié met a “phenotypically white” Cuban

of French descent who identified his ancestry as “‘ara takuá,’ i.e., the ‘tapa people,’

a name for the Nupe used by the Oyo-Yoruba.”17 Likely he was an initiate of O· ya, a

divinity from the town of Irá in Tápà [Tákpà] territory of northeastern Yorùbá-

land.18 John Mason writes: “O· ya was brought to Cuba by a Tápà/Nupe woman in

the mid-1800’s.”19 Palmié’s example demonstrates the impact of African-centered

identities in mainland U.S. through Caribbean migration, as well as the tutelage of

scholar-priests like Mason and Miguel Ramos.20

What is surprising in this rich history of cultural transfer is the ability to main-

tain oral traditions closely resembling their African sources. This is possible because

those who join Abakuá or Ifá, no matter their background, must learn the language,

rhythms, ritual protocols, and customs of these brotherhoods. They must swear

loyalty till death to an African spiritual force. Members of the contemporary Abakuá

society or the Ifá guild come from all ethnic backgrounds, yet maintain the ortho-

doxy of the Abakuá rites to such a point that Nigerian members of the Ékpè soci-

ety and Ifá guild can recognize the practice as an extension of their own.21

In Cuba today, there are over 120 Abakuá groups with a total of more than 20,000

members, quite significant for a nonproselytizing exclusive society. Each group has

its own specific ethnic identity, and when neophytes are initiated, they must learn

the ritual texts sacred to that group that tell about its mythic origins in West Afri-

ca. For example, a chant from one group evokes its ritual lineage from a specific

village in West Africa:
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Umóni Apapá Efí Ekueri Tongó Umóni . . .
Title of the territory of Umóni Apapá [considered part of “tierra Efí”].

Bonkó ekueri tongó erendió ekueri tené . . .
Here in Havana, Ekueri Tongó was founded by a group of Africans called Ekueri
Tené.

My research has shown that the ritual name of one Abakuá group, Ekueri Tongó,

derives from an Èfìk town in Calabar.22Another example of the transmission of

ethnic identities through ritual lineages is found in Recife, Brazil, where the “Shangó

Cult” has created vast networks. Here many initiates are said to identify more closely

with their ritual parents and siblings than their biological ones. In this case, the Nagô

or Yorùbá-derived traditions give Òyó, or Yorùbá-derived identities to initiates, no

matter what their biological background.

Researchers Carvalho and Segato have observed that the social structure of the

Shangó cult, where “African deities [are] worshipped by the greatest part of the city’s

population (the dispossessed), has become an extremely useful chart to organize

social and individual behavior.”23 They describe the context:

The shangos exist, until today, in a human environment to which one finds it
very difficult to apply the notion of social structure, especially because the in-
stitutions which bind together the majority of traditional societies are here ab-
sent. Thus in the slums of Recife family ties and kinship affinities are not very
important; rules of descent are nonexistent and those of marriage are almost
insignificant; the possibilities opened for sexual partnership are immense and
the traditional divisions of gender roles do not apply in most cases . . . and the
public services in Recife are among the precarious in Brazil.24

They suggest that in this context, ritual-kinship ties supersede all other allegiances,

including the genealogical family among “the greatest part of the city’s population.”

These and many other examples indicate that many African traditions have

adapted to and are flourishing in local American contexts. The use of selected ele-

ments from the cultures of the dominant classes has enriched them, enabling them

to expand and assume new meanings, thereby attracting people of all backgrounds.

Their perpetuation of African-derived mythic histories and identities requires their

members to assume a transnational identity. That is, initiates of Yorùbá-derived

religions in Brazil and Cuba, or any of their extensions now practiced in Europe,

Asia, Australia, and North America, have religious and spiritual identities connect-

ing them to Ilé-Ifè· , sacred city of all Yorùbá-speaking people. Abakuá members,

depending on the specific lineage of their group, have identities derived from

specific places in the Cross River region. Palo Monte leaders have identities derived

from specific zones in the regions of Kongo and Angola.
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C O M M U N A L T O O L S  O F  R E S I STA N CE

“Itá itón pampanó nkanima. One stick does not make a forest.”

Abakuá saying25

The propagation of ritual lineages in the Americas was propelled by three overarch-

ing factors:

1) Each tradition encompasses rich aesthetic, intellectual, and spiritual materials

requiring years of study to master. Leaders then demonstrate their expertise

through cultural performance, for example, while conducting divination for

clients or through sophisticated call and response debates involving music, dance,

cuisine, elaborate altars, etc. Individual self-esteem and collective historical con-

sciousness are stimulated through such collective practices. Each tradition en-

ables participation in sophisticated aesthetic activities that offer philosophical

insights into the human condition.

2) Each tradition gives members access to intimate links with extended communi-

ties that help solve problems of daily living. As part of community-based sys-

tems, those who specialize in divination, and otherwise conducting ritual activ-

ities for Candomblé and Santería communities, have access to informal market

systems that enable economic survival. For example, during the prolonged food

shortages during the Cuban Revolution—as I witnessed many times in the

1990s—diviners and other participants could eat foods otherwise unavailable by

conducting ceremonies in which animal sacrifice was practiced. Similarly, as a

political and economic force, the Abakuá brotherhood gave members access to

jobs as well as assumed responsibility for their funerals in the case of their death.

3) Each tradition is a communal practice directly connected to the historical mem-

ory and movement of peoples across time and space; as such, they are tools for

resisting policies of the dominant class that encourage their assimilation.

The spiritual practices, although transformed over time, serve to maintain his-

torical self-consciousness among communities that have knowledge of their Afri-

can and maroon past. Representatives of the dominant class have told the descen-

dants of Africa: “You have no past or history. Western culture has a prestigious past

of more than 2000 years, and your history, being oral, is ephemeral and carried away

by the wind. Books contain truth; orality is false consciousness.”26 In this context,

oral narratives sustained by communities of religious practitioners are powerful

devices for affirming histories describing the richness of spiritual origins in Africa.

By and large, the dialectical tension between the dominant and marginal classes

has been outlined by rules of the dominant, who have articulated a theory of “uni-

versal” human traditions in which theirs are the norm or the most elevated; there-
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fore marginal peoples can only participate fully when they have achieved the same

cultural standards. The Enlightenment, one of the great banners for the superior-

ity of European norms, is held to be a source for “radical humanism.” Yet as Robin

Kelley observes: “the Enlightenment also ushered in a transformation in Western

thinking about race. . . . as many, many commentators since the French Revolution

have observed, the expansion of slavery and genocidal wars against non-European

peoples took place alongside, and by some accounts made possible, bourgeois dem-

ocratic revolutions that gave birth (in the West) to the concept that liberty and free-

dom are inalienable rights. This contradiction is fundamental to Enlightenment

philosophy, notions of progress, and developments in scientific thinking.”27

Many European thinkers held that Africans would join the human family upon

the condition of assimilation to European norms. Visiting Monrovia, Liberia in 1854,

Commander Baikie of the Royal Navy wrote: “I have great faith in this young re-

public, which will some day, when the worn-out dynasties of savage tribes are for-

gotten, and when advancing civilization and Christianity have smoothed the as-

perities of barbarous customs and bloody rites, strongly assert the claims of the

African to be admitted into the fellowship of his more fortunate brethren, and as-

sist him in substantiating his rights as an integral, a free member of the vast hu-

man family.”28

A century later in Cuba, Manuel Cuellar-Vizcaino described how black leaders

were bullied into assimilation:

“In other times the discriminators maliciously told the Black progressives: ‘As
long as the drum sounds, you cannot progress.’

—‘But I don’t play the drum!’—the Black progressive said ingenuously.
—‘You don’t play it, but those of your race do, and that goes against you.’
The Black progressive placed a great distance between himself and the drum-

mers . . .”29

As the marginal struggle to “rise” by assimilating to the norms of speech, dress,

worldview, etc. of the dominant class, the levels are raised. The ultimate effect of

marginal groups attempting to assimilate—into a domain controlled by a domi-

nant class that does not share power with them—is the loss of access to their in-

herited traditions and historical memory.

This dialectic is complicated by the triumph, outside of their own society and

in the world’s cultural centers, of artists and musicians who use African-centered

elements, thus forcing the local dominant class to accept, and even celebrate, them

and their music, for example Bob Marley of Jamaica as well as Wifredo Lam and

Chano Pozo of Cuba. Another contemporary example would be the thousands of

foreigners entering Cuba for initiation into Santería, to the point that the state,
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which once marginalized its practitioners, now depends on the money circulating

from these “spiritual transactions” for its own perpetuation.

T H E  B I G G E R  P I C T U R E :  E U R O PA  V S.  A F R I C A

In his famous treatise, Brathwaite writes: “The single most important factor in the

development of Jamaican society was not the imported influence of the Mother

Country or the local administrative activity of the white elite, but a cultural action—

material, psychological and spiritual—based upon the stimulus/response of indi-

viduals within the society to their environment and—as white/black, cultural dis-

crete groups—to each other.”30 Brathwaite here defines “this cultural action or social

process . . . as creolization,” a metaphor for a creative process: “The friction creat-

ed by this confrontation was cruel, but it was also creative.”31 The cultural and bi-

ological mixing termed creolization, what Ortiz calls “trans-culturation,” occurred

at all levels of society, despite denial by the elites of the African influences in their

lifeways. Although creolization is often used to describe the creation of something

new, implying the loss of ties to an original homeland, in fact African-derived rit-

ual traditions have maintained a centeredness in mythical Africa. That is, in spite

of enrichment through cultural contact, many African-derived practices have main-

tained their conceptual rootedness in African spirituality. In the words of one Ba-

balorixá from Bahia, Brazil, who had participated in rituals in the Republic of Be-

nin and Nigeria: “Everywhere I have traveled I have seen cultural mixture; there is

no purity; but what I have seen in all places, including Brazil, is spiritual purity, and

this is the most important thing.”32

African-derived identities in the Americas flourish because of—not in spite of—

their origins in mythic history. Consciously examined, reinterpreted, and per-

formed, these myths are links to historical civilizations with spiritual insights. When

a Cuban does assume a Yorùbá or Èfìk-based identity, it is fluid and overlapping,

complementary, and integrated into several other identities that Caribbean peo-

ples embody because of their complex historical experience. Not monolithic nor

merely oppositional, African-derived identities are used practically to counter Eu-

ropean-derived myths of racial purity, white supremacy, and the utopia of classi-

cal Athenian democracy (a democracy with a large slave population). If forms of

real democracy existed, the pride in collective decisionmaking through councils as

used, for example, by the Abakuá, would not be as symbolically important. If the

European-derived systems of slavery and genocide were not as persistent, the in-

sistence on Old World identities would not be as pronounced. For example, skin-

tone-inclusive traditions like Abakuá, Candomblé, and Santería counter racial hys-

teria common in the Caribbean, as exemplified in the late eighteenth century by
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Moreau de Saint-Méry: “There are in Saint-Domingue persons of mixed blood who

have reached their fourth level of miscegenation, always with whites, so that they

really have in their veins only one five hundred and twelfth of African

blood. . . . One needs extremely exercised eyes to distinguish [some of them] from

the pure whites.”33 It is as if the dominant class system of racial and class hierar-

chies fostered the need for inclusive systems, like those of Santería, Candomblé, and

Abakuá, to counter their impact.

C O U N T E R I N G  A SS I M I L AT I O N  A N D  E R A S U R E

“The discovery and the conquest of America . . . was the last crusade.”

John Leddy Phelan34

Since the European conquest, all forms of identity and spirituality not derived from

Western Christian models have been perceived as threats to the systematic assimi-

lation fostered by European powers, wherein all slaves and citizens must assimilate

ideologically or they must disappear (e.g., forced education of “mixed race” aborig-

inals in Australia).35 In the case of North American Indians, one scholar notes that

the effects of the U.S. government’s assimilation campaign through off-reservation

facilities was “an enlarged sense of identity as ‘Indians’ . . . the very institution de-

signed to extinguish Indian identity altogether may have in fact contributed to its

very persistence in the form of twentieth-century pan-Indian consciousness.”36 Of

the same phenomenon, another scholar concludes that: “Rejection and exclusion—

confinement in their ‘proper station’ in the social hierarchy—bred self-conscious-

ness, resourcefulness, and aggressive pride.”37

Similar forms of resistance were engendered throughout the Caribbean region.

Just as members of the dominant class had “a sense of being ‘European,’ derived

from their metropolitan origin or memories; and a sense of being white, ‘civilized’

and superior,”38 the descendants of Africans confidently maintained a sense of their

own civilization through initiation into prestige-giving groups like Abakuá, Can-

domblé, and Ifá. Offering a precedent from West Africa, “Wán̄dé Abímbó·á inter-

prets Ifá oracle poetry documenting resistance to proselytizing by early Muslims

in the region through “veiled criticisms and ridicules of Muslim way[s] of life.”39

One of several such Ifá verses tells how Nana Aisha, “the mother of Muslims” and

a wife of the prophet Mohammed, died of hunger because “she was greatly neglect-

ed by Muslims.”40 As a result, misfortune befell the Muslims, forcing them to con-

sult Ifá divination, whereby they were advised to fast for thirty days in penance for

their neglect. The verse wittily points to Ifá as a source for the annual Muslim Ra-

madan period, implying that Ifá’s wisdom may solve any human problem, to the
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point that spiritual leaders from other traditions will benefit from its use. In the

Caribbean colonial context, African leaders used such perspectives about the pre-

eminence of their homeland spiritual traditions while nurturing and evoking “Af-

rican spiritual powers” that—being tied to divine kingship and powerful ances-

tors—uplifted the self-esteem of adherents, a form of defending their communities

from European-derived norms. In a recent example, in the 1960s, while leaders of

the Cuban Revolution sought an idealized “materialist socialism,” Cuban politi-

cian Blas Roca decreed that “religion was the opiate of the masses,” writing: “More

and more with their small-talk about non violence, religions and sects morally dis-

arm the oppressed and flatten their revolutionary spirit.”41 For this reason, those

seeking membership in the Communist party were investigated, and if found to be

practicing initiates, were rejected.42

In the context of continued pressure to assimilate, the ability of marginal groups

to perpetuate themselves and their worldviews is celebrated in oral traditions that

recount the connections of their ancestors with the divine and the perpetuation of

these relationships in contemporary spiritual practices. Regarding the Abakuá, Lydia

Cabrera writes: “The importance of a Potencia [Abakuá group] depends on the

number of its initiates and of the “branches” or new groups that have emerged from

it.”43 An obvious parallel is found in birthrates among historically enslaved peo-

ples who continue to live in poverty in Europe and the Americas, who seem to re-

sist their erasure and invisibility from official histories by reproducing in large

numbers, as if to say: “we will not be eliminated.” Among the so-called Gypsies of

Eastern Europe in the 1990s, Isabel Fonseca notes: “In a region with static and neg-

ative birthrates the Gypsies, I knew, were reproducing in intimidatingly large num-

bers. Their population was expected to double within seventeen years.”44

D I F F U S I O N  I N TO  T H E  W I D E R  S O C I E T Y

“El Kongo está cará.”

Cuban Kongo chant

African-derived traditions became legendary during independence struggles in the

Caribbean through their effective use by key leaders. In Haiti, a ceremony for

Ògún—divinity of war—is widely believed to have commenced the struggle against

Napoleon’s forces in 1791. In Cuba, Ortiz writes: “Without the liberation of the slaves

and cooperation of the blacks, the Cuban people, of which they form an integral

part, would not have been able to achieve independence”; “Well known are the

rebellions and resistances that the blacks and mulattos realized in Cuba to break

their stocks and chains, and win the liberty of citizenship. It is sufficient to men-

tion as historic heroes the black Aponte and the mulatto Maceo.”45
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Yorùbá descendant José Antonio Aponte, a retired first corporal of the Black

militia and a carpenter, led what historian Levi Marrero calls “the largest and best

organized conspiracy which, in colonial Cuba, had as an objective the liberation

of slaves,” through the overthrow of the colonial regime.46

Not only Oni-Shangó [son of Shangó, divinity of thunder] and leader of the

Shangó-Tedun cabildo, Aponte was also believed to be a hereditary member of the

Yorùbá-derived Òbgóni “secret” society, re-created in Havana after the arrival of

thousands of enslaved Yorùbá-speakers.47 Based on archival research as well as the

historical memory maintained in Havana, historian Franco writes that, “the elders,

who arrived from Nigeria, transmitted to the creole José Antonio Aponte the pow-

ers that only a great man could have in Africa.”48

Using his skills and status, and inspired by Toussaint-Louverture, George Wash-

intgon, and others, Aponte built a multi-ethnic movement including “Mandingas,

Ararás, Congos, Carabalíes, Macuá, Bibis and others . . . as well as groups of blacks

and mulatto migrants from Haiti, Santo Domingo, Jamaica, Panama, Cartagena de

Indias, and the USA”49 Through contact with officers from black militias sailing

throughout the Caribbean, Aponte secured information about tactics used in the

Haitian Revolution. “Under a secret oath—whose reach and gravity only the Abakuá

knew—the brigadier Narciso [of Santo Domingo] agreed with Aponte to lead the

rebels once they had weapons in their power.”50 Ortiz agreed that “the secret Og-

boni society of Nigeria . . . undoubtedly had some early relation with the founders

of the ñáñigo [Abakuá] society of Cuba.”51 Material evidence for Abakuá partici-

pation came in the form of “a conventional sign used as a signature by the Abakuá,”

discovered later by authorities among papers of Aponte’s colleague, Sr. Chacón, that

included proclamations by Aponte, Cristophe of Haiti, and plans for a Havana for-

tress to be attacked.52

By using methods of ritual oaths from the Abakuá, Lukumí, and other initiation

societies, the conspirators in Havana “advised the white abolitionists and the leaders

among men of color, free or slave, from North America, Santo Domingo, Haiti and

even Brazil, of the revolution they were organizing.”53 The efficacy of their proce-

dure was such that even after their movement had inspired revolts across the is-

land in “Puerto Príncipe, Bayamo, Juguaní and Holguín,” and then in Guanabo,

Havana Province in 1812, neither the Governor General, “nor the Police Assembly

created by the Havana city council to detect all propaganda in favor of liberty, had

even the slightest suspicion of the revolutionary conspiracy led by Aponte. The

blacks and mulattos free or enslaved, under an oath they considered sacred, did not

allow the discovery of their plans.”54 The movement was destroyed in 1812 through

the denunciation of some not under oath, leading to the execution of Aponte and

colleagues.55
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In spite of defeat, Aponte’s movement is believed to have had “international res-

onance,” inspiring revolts in New Orleans, Santo Domingo, and Brazil at this time.

Franco notes that “the revolutionary work of Aponte . . . left profound marks on

the popular masses of Afrocubans.”56 Aponte is a living symbol among the popu-

lation; as I have witnessed, the leaders of many Abakuá groups gather annually at a

monument on the corner of Aponte and Monte streets in Havana to commemo-

rate Aponte’s struggle. A living legacy, Franco remarks that the methods of the oaths

used by Aponte “are still kept in secrecy by some Abakuá potencias.”57

Two Cuban generals during the Wars of Cuban Independence, Quintin Banderas

and Antonio Maceo—both of African descent—are remembered as devotees of the

Palo Monte tradition. At the commencement of some contemporary Palo Monte

ceremonies in Havana, one can hear recited, “Antonio Maceo Ngo La Habana” (lit-

erally, “leopard of Havana”), the ritual name of General Antonio Maceo, whose

portrait is placed upon some Palo altars. Palo Monte invocations list deceased

members of the house lineage, and then the names of important Paleros in the

history of Cuba.

In 1998, I visited an ngangulero, a Palo Monte ritual specialist, who informed me

that General Banderas’ Kongo prenda/nkisi (shrine) was called Briyumba Zámbe

Ndio Ngo La Habana, interpreted as “a territory with the power of the leopard that

came to Havana.”58 Banderas was the Tata Nkisi, or head custodian of this nkisi,

and General Antonio Maceo was the bakonfula, or assistant to the Tata.59 This nk-

isi evoked the power of Sarabanda, the Kongo divinity of War.

Legends of this type may be omitted from official history texts, but those famil-

iar with marginal areas of Havana know that they continue to be transmitted oral-

ly through ritual lineages; the Kongo title of Banderas is recited each time the nkisi

he once used is activated in ceremony.60

The practice of Palo Monte by military leaders increased their authority in the

eyes of their troops, estimated to have been 70 percent of African descent, many of

them Palo Monte practitioners.61 Spanish colonial leaders attempted to demoral-

ize the independence fighters and shame the white participants away from the strug-

gle by calling them Mambi, interpreted as “black,” African, therefore “evil,” etc.

Kongo scholar Dr. Fu-Kiau Bunseki interpreted mambi as the Kikongo term ambi

meaning “bad, evil, rotten, gross corrupt, offensive”: mâmbu mambi—bad words/

news; n’kisi miambi—bad medicines.62 Ultimately, this term meant to abuse was

inversed as a symbol of power: “The independentistas, white and black, adopted with

honor something that colonialism meant as an insult. . . . To offend us they call us

mambí, they call us black; but we reclaim as a mark of glory the honor of consid-

ering ourselves descendants of the mambí, descendants of the rebel, runaway, in-

dependentista black—never descendants of the slave holder.”63
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One potent influence on the Mambi army were “the matiabos . . . a sect of Bantu,

Congo, or perhaps more precisely Angolan sorcerers.”64 Folklorist Heli Chatelain

wrote that in Angola, ma-diabu is a common insult derived from the Portuguese di-

abo [devil], used to mean “bad spirit,” “wicked person,” etc. It also has connotations

of supernatural powers, as “the Loanda natives call [the flying stars] ma-diabu.”65

Ortiz wrote that “Matiabos . . . [were] warlike Africans in fugitive and rural commu-

nities, who during the Cuban War of Independence were in close contact with the

Mambi forces in Oriente, sometimes participating at their side in the struggle.”66 Ortiz

reasoned that during the wars against Spain, “Just as in their wars the whites evoked

the Apostle Santiago and even the Holy Virgin Mary . . . so too the African blacks

evoked Ogún or Nsambi Mpungo [God Almighty]; and they believed in their incan-

tations and rites like the Christians in their supplications and benedictions.”67

“In Cuba the term ‘matiabo’ was applied to certain Kongo sorcerers, who today

are more appropriately called ‘tata ngangas’ with Kongo terms, or ‘nganguleros’

with the Bantu root ‘nganga’.”68 “Matiabo,” the Kongo-Christian term and spiri-

tual power brought from Africa, was also used in Cuba for protection by rebels who

were phenotypically white. This is not surprising since, as early as 1736 in Kongo,

Central West Africa, “Governor Rodrigues de Meneses informed the [Portuguese]

crown that . . . “everywhere, not only among the natives of the interior, but even

the whites use superstitions and diabolic rites’”; during the same century, Africans

participating in the evolving Afro-Lusitanian culture “who were sold as slaves

brought elements of this culture with them to the plantations, mines, and urban

centers of the Americas.”69 In June of 1879, the anthropological society of Cuba

documented the preponderance of white rebels in Cuba who practiced African-

derived spiritual traditions to protect themselves during the first War of Indepen-

dence (1868). Because soldiers believing themselves invincible often lost their lives,

the white criollo general Ignacio Agramonte confronted this issue.70 The society’s

notes document that:

Dr. Montalvo . . . spoke of the fetishistic cult observed during the insurrection
with the matiábulo idol that had large followings and was attributed extraordi-
nary supernatural power. . . . Sr. Varona added that not only blacks but also many
whites formed part of the so-called matiábulos who thought themselves free from
death, by virtue of their protection able to confront grave dangers, confident that
they would always leave unscathed, and all the great energies of general Agra-
monte were necessary to destroy such fetishism, proving to the adepts in a prac-
tical and indubitable manner that they were exposed to death like the rest. . . . Yes!
The white race also has its fetishes!71

Legacies of the Kongo influence in the Wars of Independence are found in con-

temporary ceremonies in Havana, where one can hear the chant: “El Kongo está
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cará,” (the Kongo is fierce), that is, full of life, potent and rebellious, charged for

action.72 The quintessential Kongo spirit in Cuba is anything but passive: fierce,

primal, and ready to combat whoever challenges his or her dignity or freedom. The

legendary powers of Kongo nkisi are one reason for their diffusion of their ritual

lineages into the general society.

D I F F U S I O N  T H R O U G H  P O P U L A R  M U S I C

¡Que viva Changó! / Long live Changó!

Celina González73

Outside the intimate, ceremonial context, popular music played a fundamental role

in communicating information from these traditions into the wider population.

In one example, batá drummer and “son” of Changó, Jesús Pérez, contributed to

the diffusion of Santería by traveling to Mexico in 1959 with his show Obá Kosó Batá

(The batá of Changó) to record an album of traditional Lukumí (Yorùbá) and

popular music.74 Batá drums “belong” to Changó—a historical figure transformed

into a divinity—known locally as a third Alafin (Emperor) of Old Ò· yó· . Obá Kosó

Batá could be literally interpreted as “The bàtá of S·àngó,” the O· ba (ruler) of Kòso,

an ancient compound-courtyard complex north of Old Ò· yó· .
75

In another example, the Cuban Son classic Yo sí como candela [Yes, I eat fire] is a

direct reference to the divinity Changó, whose lyrics proclaim: “Don’t play with me,

because I eat fire.”76 This song is nothing but an updated version of a patakín (or-

igin myth), in which Changó upset his father Agayú such that Agayú threw him into

a fire, but Changó did not burn: No es candela? ¡Cómo iba a arder! [“Is he not fire?

How could he burn?].77

Popular stereotypes of Changó as a virile male with divine power have led to his

popularity as a mythic archetype for many Cuban males, just as warrior goddess

Oyá is for women.78

A F R I C A N  C U LT U R A L T R A N S M I SS I O N  TO  E L I T ES

For centuries throughout the colonial period, especially in the homes of the mas-

ters, blacks and whites shared tense intimacies. The role of black women as work-

ers in the homes of Cuba’s elite had a deep effect on the cultural consciousness of

the children. Stories and songs recited by black women to white children resulted

in a genre of Cuban literature that some call “oralatura,” the documentation and

literary rendering of these stories. A primary figure is folklorist Lydia Cabrera, whose

first published work, Cuentos Negros de Cuba (1936), started her lifelong career of
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documenting in her now classic books the reminiscences of elder blacks in Havana

and Matanzas, some of whom were employed by her family and those of her col-

leagues.79

In Yemayá y Ochún, Cabrera writes: “The presence of affectionate black nannies

in the homes [of elite whites] can explain why—although the trunk of the genea-

logical tree of all our compatriots may not be black—one observes African features

in their temperament. The effect of coexistence for centuries with blacks . . . Blacks

were much too integrated in Cuban society not to produce . . . this phenomenon

of psychic mestizaje.”80

Aware of this phenomenon, Fernando Ortiz appealed to elite whites to transcribe

stories they learned as children: “African stories are totally ignored in Cuba . . . I

would like these lines to be an invitation to the thousands of Cubans able to col-

laborate in this easy patronage of national culture, to collect the stories with which

elderly black women amused black children as mothers, or white children as

nurses. . . . document the words or phrases in . . . the African languages or songs

that accompany most of these stories, and once written, send to this author.”81 The

message was published during the emergent Afrocubanist movement wherein

members of the literate avant-garde sought to reclaim African influences as fun-

damental to the national identity.

Perhaps this early cultural orientation is why so many among the elite became

initiated. When traveling in 1999 to Orozco, Cuba, a sugar mill village whose pop-

ulation is largely mill workers and their families, I learned that the mills’ former

owner, José Manuel Casanova, was a devotee of Changó who gave offerings to the

ceiba tree behind his mansion.82 Not only a private initiate, Casanova participated

in ceremonies in which each year a young bull was sacrificed to the mill machin-

ery on the harvest to protect the workers from death by Ògún, lord of metal. Fur-

thermore, Casanova was a Senator of the Republic in 1940 who regularly visited the

White House in Washington.83

Fernando Ortiz described Casanova as: “Our friend, the late Sr. J. Casanova, who

at his death in 1949, was President of the National Association of Hacendados, that

is, of sugar producers of Cuba and Senator of the Republic, as well as devotee and

supporter of the religion or regla de ocha, of the black yoruba or lucumí, in which

he was considered ‘son of Santa Barbara,’ or babalocha Oni-Chango, according to

what was published in the magazine Bohemia during his lifetime.”84

During his lifetime, wrote Cuellar-Vizcaino: “The senator José Manuel Casano-

va spoke to me of his faith in Changó.” Because of many such examples, he observed

that Santería “has ceased to be a cult of blacks to become a Cuban cult . . . In Ha-

vana there are various Spanish babalawos, perfectly equipped with their Ecuelé and
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Ifá [divination instruments]. Senators, representatives, and businessmen, black and

white, have ‘santo asentado’ [consecrations] and practice Santería to support their

business.”85

In an interview, Arcadio, a renowned santero of Guanabacoa, claimed Casano-

va as one of his more than two thousand godsons. He reported: “To tell you frank-

ly: before [the Revolution] none of these rich people did anything without consult-

ing the Saints. All of them are my godchildren. Casanova was the king of Cuba. A

fierce santero. He was white and owned a sugar factory. The drum [ceremonies] of

Casanova were expensive! He gave feasts every month. He spent twelve to thirteen

thousand pesos in a feast of Changó.”86

A F R I C A N  E T H N I T Y  A S  A M E R I C A N  S P I R I T U A L LY- B AS E D  I D E N T I T I E S

African-derived ritual texts are important because they offer information about

African philosophies and historical narratives. They are even more provocative for

their insights into the formation of contemporary ethnic identities in the Ameri-

cas.

In Haiti we find examples of African-derived ethnic identities perpetuated

through ritual lineages, including one Kongo lineage established by a legendary

fugitive:

The place where Figaro chose to install a purely Kongo but thoroughly original
cult is located a few kilometers from the important temple of Souvenance, which
is dedicated to the purest Dahomean cult on the island! Not far from there, in
Nanbadjo, another temple has been built for the nago divinities alone. Side by
side but at a distinct site in this area are the three fundamental components of
voodoo. The triangle delimited by these three temples in the Gonaïves country-
side covers three cultural zones, each of which, in spite of syncretism, has kept
its identity.87

In other words, ethnic distinctions evident in Haitian Vodun are maintained

through ritual lineages connected to mythic or historical figures and places in

specific regions of West and Central West Africa. These Kongo, Dahomean, and

Yorùbá identities are foundational to the formation of contemporary Haitian iden-

tities.

Instead of dealing with African “residuals” or “survivals”—to use these belittling

terms—we are witnessing the sociological effect of spiritual “powers” believed to

transmit energies to those who “serve” them through contemporary ritual prac-

tices. For example, in Abakuá practice, Erúme is a founding spirit whose presence

is evoked through cultural activities of the brotherhood. Erúme is said to be present
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when a spiritual feeling of solidarity is summoned through collective expressions

of music and dance. So, too, in Yorùbá-derived practice, Orishá are evoked in or-

der to communicate with communities of devotees by temporarily inhabiting the

bodies of selected members. These communal practices, sustained by ritualized ties

to mythic Africa, lead us to perceive that concepts of “nation,” history, and identi-

ty that differ vastly from those developed in the West are being upheld in commu-

nities across the Americas.

H Y B R I D  A F R I C A  I N  T H E  A M E R I C AS

“Saint Anthony is the restorer of the Kingdom of Kongo.”

Dona Beatrice, 1704

The common paradigm for the creation of Caribbean “syncretic” cultures is that

Africans, American aboriginals, and Europeans met and mixed in the Americas. In

some cases, what were commonly described as syncretic American traditions appear

to have been created in Africa and transferred to the Americas.88 For example, an-

thropologist Luc de Heusch found strains of Kongo inheritance “in the supposedly

Creole petro pantheon” of Haitian Vodun.89 He writes: “How can we explain the co-

existence of so many spirits with Haitian names alongside the Kongo spirits in the

petro pantheon? . . . Let us begin by looking at Don Pedro himself. Far from being a

Spaniard as has been believed, his eponym brings to mind the name of the four kings

(Pedro I, II, III, and IV) who reigned over the Kongo Kingdom from the mid-six-

teenth to the late eighteenth centuries. Don and Dona were honorary titles used by

the Kongo in imitation of the Portuguese. Furthermore, several apparently Creole

petro loa can be likened to major symbolic figures among the Kongo.”90

In Cuba, each cabildo elected a king and queen to act as intermediary between

the colony’s Governor General and the cabildo member. On King’s Day, writes

Ortiz, “the Congo king wore a dress coat and pants, a two-pointed hat, an adorned

staff, etc. All these attributes of European origin and a royal mantle and scepter as

well, were used by the King of Kongo in Africa.”91 By the 1880s, as in this example,

the selective use of European regal dress was a nearly four century tradition in

Kongo, not an example of a new “creole” practice. Although the crowning of Kon-

go kings and queens in the Americas had been perceived by some observers as

“proof that the middle passage caused a “real death,” that Africans quickly became

Christians and forgot their pasts, Elizabeth Kiddy has convincingly demonstrated

that in Brazil, “The title King of Congo came to be used because of the legendary

political and ritual power of the King of Kongo . . . the King of Congo represents

the triumph of a continuing strategy to preserve a link to Africa.”92
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Significant examples of cultural transfer to Brazil and Cuba are found in Kon-

go-derived cabildos titled San Antonio, likely references to Portugal’s patron saint

and Catholic influence in the Kingdom of the Kongo from the late fifteenth centu-

ry. The aforementioned King Pedro IV (1671–1718) of Kongo reigned during the 1702

emergence of the “Antonian movement,” a consequence of the rise of several me-

diums “possessed” by San Antonio, most famously Dona Beatrice Kimpa Vita, who

sought to reunite the kingdom torn apart by wars. Dona Beatrice—trained in Kongo

spiritual arts—was widely believed to be possessed by Saint Anthony, and a move-

ment grew around her that “drew support from all sections of Kongo society.”93

Anne Hilton suggests that the “choice of St Antony as the possessing spirit reflect-

ed the influence of the mid-seventeenth century confraternity of St Antony in

Mbanza Kongo.”94 After Beatrice was sentenced “as a heretic to death by burning”

by Pedro IV’s council in 1706, thousands of her enslaved followers were sent

throughout the Americas.95

Kongo cabildos named after San Antonio were formed throughout Cuba, includ-

ing the provinces of Havana, Cienfuegos, and Sancti Spíritus.96 From an “old Kon-

go” in Cuba, Ortiz learned that: “the election of the king was made every four years

in a meeting held after three days of vigil and ceremonies for San Antonio, to whom

was given offerings of food.”97 In other words, this was not the result of an encoun-

ter between the patron saint of Portugal and West Central Africans in Cuba, but

an Africanized saint brought from the Kongo-Angola region as an integral part of

a living tradition. 98

The cabildo of San Antonio Tata Makuende in Quiebra Hacha, Havana Province,

continues to be maintained within an extended family; before 1959 the annual cel-

ebrations were regional: each June 13, San Antonio’s day, devotees came from

throughout the region to the community-built “church” where the Angolan-de-

rived Kinfuiti friction drum was played through the night with dance and chants.99

At 80 years of age, Cesáreo Cuesta remembered his grandmother, who was re-

sponsible for the kinfuiti tradition:

My grandmother Ma Gertrudis was from Kongo-Angola; she came from Africa
like my grandfather. She had her “inheritance,” she was prepared in Africa as a
Tata Nkisi [ritual specialist]. Out back is a cave where it is said the maroons hid.
My grandmother told me of them; sometimes their abuse [on plantations] was
too great and they left for the woods. When abolition arrived, they came back
and brought what they found in the cave: San Antonio. According to my grand-
mother, San Antonio came from Africa; he appeared in a cave in the woods near
the Asunción sugar mill. In Kongo he is called “Tata makuénde yaya.” He is owner
of the crossroads; without this saint nothing gets done.100
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A younger member of the extended family described San Antonio to me as “a black

saint; the kinfuiti drums are played because this is what pleases him most.”101

M U LT I P L E  H O M E L A N DS

Ritual oaths uttered by American peoples tie them to places and mythic origins in

Africa. These ties often complement identification with a contemporary nation-

state of residence. The phenomenon of complementary identities means that we

can be Cuban [or Brazilian, Haitian, North American, Trinidadian] and African,

and can have ties to Calabar, Kongo, Ò· yó·  and Seville, London, and Paris; our lives

are enriched by enjoying our diverse sources.

Whereas state nationalism demands that we choose a single identity, political

loyalty, and race—for example on ID cards—African-derived traditions allow us

to be inclusive, affirming our cultural and genetic diversity. Ubiquitous practices

of multiple identities are not unique to the Americas; they also may have been trans-

mitted from African sources. Olabiyi Yai suggests American continuities regarding

African concepts of nationhood, that in fact predate modern European national-

ism: “What matters in the definition of nation in Africa and in the African Diaspora

is not so much the place where one was born (Latin: natus, the root of nation). It is

rather the set of values this place stands for, or the set of values invested in it by

conscious agents. This is why Africans may claim or desire several nations without

any sense of contradiction.”102 That is, there is no idea of a single identity that Af-

ricans cling to; instead, there are multiple loyalties resulting from the place of birth,

a local political power, and ritual practices with their attendant mythologies.

Yai argues that “the Orisha and Vodun communities have, as a rule, consistently

functioned as, in today’s parlance, forces of transnational civil society, countering the

hegemonic state policies that tended to promote unconditional allegiance to one

state.” Since many West African towns “would have no fewer than ten Orishas or

Vodun, half of which may not have originally belonged to the area . . . it is little

surprise that many citizens were ‘plurinational,’ which softened their unconditional

allegiance to particular states. . . . [This] defining trait of the concept and practice

of nation in West Africa [was] retained, sometimes reinforced, in the Americas.”
103

In Cuba it is common to practice several traditions at once. Each offers special

access to the divine; each implicitly requires initiates to maintain ritual links with

historical and mythological African places. An initiate need not have direct Afri-

can heritage, nor is their specific genetic ancestry important: “re-birth” through

initiation into ritual lineages from these regions provides members with access to

African-centered spirituality. Olabiyi Yai articulates a precedent for this in an ear-
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lier African phenomenon of double or multiple religious and cultural loyalties

spanning across geopolitical entities.

As is well known, an Orisha or a Vodun, the spiritual beings of the Yorubá and
Fon people, has a mythical or an historical home. For example, Ire is Ogun’s
home, Oya hails from Ira, and Kétu is Eshu’s home. It was, and still is, manda-
tory for the devotees of an Orisha or Vodun to learn the language, the history,
the cuisine, and other mores of the birthplace of their respective spiritual beings
and, indeed, to regard themselves as citizens of that city-nation. This sacred rule
applies to devotees irrespective of their place of birth or residence. For example,
a Shango devotee from Kétu will learn and speak the Eyò language of Òyó be-
cause Shango hails from Òyó, and the devotee regards him- or herself as an Òyó
citizen.104

In Africa, deeply held identity markers and loyalties do not merely cross local geo-

political regions, but also cross the Atlantic ocean to the Americas.

T H E  R O L E  O F  H I STO R I C A L N A R R AT I V E S  I N  T H E  P R E S E R VAT I O N

O F  I D E N T I T Y

“Botón grinerón awana luma moropó. My body is from here, Cuba.
My head, my spirit is from there, Guinea.”

Abakuá saying105

The contemporary implications of the transfer of African cultures to the Ameri-

cas are vast. They suggest the need for a far greater understanding of African his-

tory, as well as African-derived oral history, for scholars of American societies.

Unlike Christianity and Islam, which theoretically ignore the ethnic background

of those who join, Abakuá, Yorùbá-derived, and Kongo ritual traditions instill a

religious identity tied to a specific African-based ethnic homeland.106 Participating

in these lineages as a member requires effort and learning; this is how these tradi-

tions are maintained. The goal is not eventual migration “back to Africa.” Instead,

it is to create and strengthen local ties and allegiances which provide alternate iden-

tifications to those offered by the dominant forces of nation states. Ironically, be-

cause of its historical role in Cuba and unique costumes, the Abakuá brotherhood

has become—in the abstract—a symbol of the nation, even while Abakuá groups

reject total allegiance to the state. Abakuá groups consider themselves sovereign

lands (tierras) whose primary allegiance is to Ékue, the ritual epicenter of the broth-

erhood. Lydia Cabrera documented an Abakuá elder as saying: “An Abakuá potencia

is this, the government of the republic, a small state, which should be a model. This

is why we impose order in our ceremonies. And to have order, we admit only seri-

ous and dignified men.”107 Abakuá are iconic for extolling the idea and practice of
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brotherhood, a ritual union that surpasses patriotism to a state, one that no regime

has been able to break. At the neighborhood level, Abakuá command respect; as

Cuellar-Vizcaino writes: “Nobody plays with the family of the monina [initiate],

with the manhood of the monina, with the health of the monina, with the liberty

of the monina.”108 Because of their history and convictions, Abakuá evokes the idea

of an indomitable spirit among the Cuban population.

In another example, the Egúngún tradition of ancestor veneration was reestab-

lished in Itaparica, Brazil between 1820 and 1835, where it continues in the present

with annual ceremonies including performances by masqueraders representing the

ancestors. Scholars Dos Santos and Dos Santos identify the function of this soci-

ety as “making immortality, a basic concept of Yorùbá philosophy, incontestable

and unchallengeable.”109

In a context in which African histories and philosophies rarely form part of ed-

ucational curricula, participating in African-derived religions is a method of main-

taining historical counternarratives in which the present generation has direct links

to an African past. These links were in part inspired by named ancestors who re-

sisted assimilation and contributed to their ritual lineages. By creating communi-

ty and an idealized sense of unity, contemporary initiates resist the dehumanizing

effects of continuing social inequalities. Since epics of the descendants of Africans

have not been included in official histories, many historical narratives are main-

tained within families and ritual lineages. Conserving cultural inheritance is a form

of historical survival. Because these inheritances have spiritual insights useful to

the human experience, people of all heritages participate in them. Philosophical

traditions of classical African civilizations were foundational to emerging societ-

ies in the Americas. Their continuing expansion indicates that their relevance and

their perpetuation will only increase within the prevailing conditions.
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